Date: Tuesday, Dec 4  2:00pm to 3:15pm  
Location: MCB 216 (Usual classroom)  

Format:  
The second midterm exam will consist of 3-5 questions.  
It will be open book, open notes. You may use your computer for the purpose of browsing downloaded copies of the papers we read and your notes, but Internet access is not permitted.  
You are responsible for the content of lecture 6 as well as the following papers, from which questions will be drawn primarily:  
- Lamport/Clocks  
- Birrell/RPC  
- Seltzer/Soft Updates  
- Chang/Bigtable  
- Swift/Nooks  
- Qin/Rx  
- Yang/eXplode  
- Olszewski/JIFL  

There are 3 sample midterms on the class website in the Documents section.